WEATHERING, EROSION, and DEPOSITION REVIEW
Weathering: The breaking up of rock from large particles to smaller particles.

a) This Increases surface area of the rock which speeds the rate of chemical
weathering.
b) Rock weather on the surface of the earth only. Rocks underground or underwater do not weather.

1) There are 2 basic kinds of weathering:
a) Chemical weathering
1) Changes kind of material (ex. iron into iron oxide - rust)
2) Surface phenomenon - reactions occur on the surface of rocks, not
inside them (usually).
3) Like most chemical reactions, water is required.
4) Hotter = faster
5) Fastest chemical weathering occurs in warm/moist climates
a) oxidation (ex. iron combines with oxygen to form rust)
b) hydration - minerals in rocks combine with water.
c) carbonation - rocks, especially limestone react with
carbonic acid.
6) Depends on KIND of rock. Some rocks (limestone) are chemically
reactive. Other rocks (quartz) tend not to react with chemicals.
b) Physical weathering (aka Mechanical weathering).
1) Frost action: Water gets into cracks - freezes - expands - enlarges
the crack. Requires alternating freeze-thaw cycles.
2) Wave action: Waves pounding against rocks - sand and rocks in the
waves help to break up the shoreline.
3) Stream abrasion - The rounding and smoothing of rocks as they
tumble in a stream. These rocks are the ‘cutting tools’ of the stream
which ‘downcut’ the stream’s V-shaped channel as they roll along.
4) Wind abrasion - Important in dry climates. The wind picks up sand and
blows its against rocks causing ‘pitting’ (sandblasted appearance).
5) Root Wedging - Plant roots grow into cracks in rock and split them.
6) The rate of physical weathering depends on the resistance (hardness)
of the rock and on the kind of climate.
Weathering is necessary for the formation of soils. If rocks didn’t weather there would be no
minerals in soils which are needed by plants and animals.

2) Erosion (Leveling) - transport of sediments from one place to another.
A) Gravity is FORCE driving all erosion
1) Rocks found at the base of a cliff got there by gravity only.
B) Agents of erosion:
1) Running water is the dominant (most important) agent of erosion
in most places on Earth today.
a) How does running water transport particles?
1) in suspension
2) by floatation
3) rolling along the bottom (saltation)
4) in solution
> Key concepts of water erosion.:
1) V-shaped stream channels are a sign of water erosion.
2) The rate of stream erosion depends on the velocity (speed) of the stream.
Velocity of the stream depends on:
> slope (steep = fast)
> stream volume (aka discharge - More volume = faster)
> shape/size of channel (if channel narrows velocity increases)
3) Fastest stream flow occurs on the outside of a curve (erosion)
Slowest on inside of curves or where entering lake or ocean (deposition)
Fastest stream flow occurs also occurs at a point farthest from the bottom
and the sides where drag
occurs.
Straight - fastest in center.
Deepest in center
Fastest on outside of curve
Deepest on outside (C)

Fastest on outside of curve
Deepest on outside (F)
> Flow is fast if the channel is narrow. The rate slows if the channel widens or if the
stream enters a lake or the ocean.
> Sediment carried in suspension is always moving more slowly than the water of the
stream.

Outside of curve = fast = erosion.

Inside of curve = slow = deposition

The arrows show stream velocity. Big arrow = fast. Small arrow = slow. Water drags
along the sides and bottom so it goes fastest at the center near the surface.
How does stream abrasion affect the rocks being carried?
>Particles transported by a stream become:

ROUNDER - SMOOTHER - SMALLER

Stream deposition:
When a stream slows it deposits sediment it can no longer carry.
Streams SORT the sediment they deposit according to:
> SIZE: Biggest settle fastest. They are on bottom, smallest on top
> DENSITY: Most dense settle fastest. Most dense on bottom. Least dense
on top
> SHAPE: Round settle fastest. Round on bottom. Flat on top.
> Vertical & horizontal sorting of materials are the hallmarks of stream deposition.

Vertical sorting

Horizontal sorting

Colloids are the smallest particles and take longest (months) to settle.
> Materials in solution (salt) NEVER settle out but can precipitate if the
water evaporates (precipitation).

Young streams - Steep - Fast
Old streams - Nearly flat slope - Slow
Very old streams form ‘meanders’ (see below)

______________________________________________________
2) Erosion by ice (glaciers)
A) Varieties:
a) Valley or Alpine glacier (small, local - between mountains)
b) Continental (global ice sheets such as those covering Antarctica today)
B) Evidence of glacial action:
a) parallel grooves cut into rocks
b) U-shaped valleys
c) scratched & polished rock.
d) erratics - large boulders that are unrelated to the bedrock
beneath them.
e) deep parallel lakes (The Finger Lakes of NY)
f) unsorted sediments (large and small particles all mixed
together).

g) kettle lakes - formed when buried blocks of glacial ice melt
creating a depression which fills with water. (see below)
h) drumlins - Long, narrow mounds of unsorted glacial
sediment aligned in the direction of glacial movement.

Drumlins as they appear on regents exams. The glacier that deposited these was moving
from left to right.

Stages in the formation of a kettle lake
Unsorted material (mixed large & small particles)
typical of glacial deposition.

_______________________________________________________
3) Wind erosion - not really significant except in dry climates.
1) Pitted rocks (sandblasting)
2) Only small particles can be carried by wind.
3) Sharp, angular, landscape features - Mesas and arches such
as those found in the American southwest.

The amount of erosion in a region will also depend on the characteristics of the bedrock
in the area. In the diagram above, layer A protrudes because it has been eroded least.
This is because it is hard, resistant rock. Layer B, a soft rock, has experienced the greatest
amount of erosion. Layer C is the hardest, most resistant rock and has been eroded least.
NOTE: Even though the same forces have been at work on this entire region, the surface is
unevenly eroded because of the different types of rock that are exposed.
____________________________________________________
3) ENERGY IN EROSION - DEPOSITION SYSTEMS:
A) Energy in an erosional - depositional system.
Remember - Ke is the energy of motion

Pe is the energy of position (higher up = more Pe)

Earth materials that are at high elevations have high Pe (because they are
high up) but no Ke (since they are not moving).
Erosion increases the Ke by moving material but decreases the Pe because the material is
always moving downhill due to gravity.
Finally, when material is deposited at a lower elevation, it has no Ke and has lost Pe.

So, when all is said and done, erosion and deposition lower the total energy.

4) Additional material:
Q: If erosion is a constant process, why hasn’t the earth been worn flat?
A: Because erosion is opposed by the forces of uplift. In any area one force is
usually dominant over the other. If the forces of erosion (leveling) and uplift
were equal, then the elevation would remain constant and a condition of
equilibrium would exist.

In NYS, erosion is dominant over uplift. Landscape elevations are decreasing.
If erosion (leveling) is dominant, then elevation decreases.
If uplift is dominant, then elevation increases.
If the 2 forces were in dynamic equilibrium, then the elevation would remain
unchanged.
SOILS:
A: Residual soils: Formed from the bedrock immediately beneath them and have
chemical properties similar to the bedrock.
1) These are rare because erosion usually transports weathered particles
far from their original location.
B) Transported soils: Rock particles formed in one location and transported to
another
1) These are most common.
2) All the soil in NYS is transported from somewhere else. Most soil was
removed during the last ice age.
C) Soil consists of weathered rock particles and organic material from plants
and animals. The faster rocks weather and the more plants grow, the thicker the
soil becomes.
___________________________________________________
Vocabulary: The are terms you must know. If you don’t, go back into the review above and
find them:
Chemical weathering

Wind abrasion

Stream discharge

Resistant rock

Physical weathering

Floatation

Sediment

Residual soil

Mechanical weathering

Saltation

Sorting

Transported soil

Oxidation

Solution

Unsorted

Pe and Ke

Carbonation

Agent

Valley (alpine) glacier

Energy of position

Hydration

Suspension

Parallel grooves

Leveling force

Frost action

V-shaped valley

Scratched & polished

Uplift

Ice Wedging

U-shaped valley

Erratic

Dynamic equilibrium

Wave action

Erosion

Drumlin

Continental glacier

Root wedging

Deposition

Kettle lake

Meandering stream

Stream abrasion

Settling (rate)

Pitted surface

Colloids

